Hdd Seagate Barracuda 2tb 7200rpm 64mb Sata3 St2000dm001 Review
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Review By: on 2015-05-26 This user purchased this item at 2015-04-07.

Good value-for-money HDD. Pros: * HDD storage costing less than 5c per GB, that's expected. * Acceptable Product Details. Product Name: Seagate SATA3 2TB 7200RPM Barracuda 64mb Cache Model Number, ST2000DM001. Interface, SATA.


The Seagate Barracuda ST2000DM001 2TB is the all time best seller as it The drive spins at 7,200rpm and equipped with huge 64MB cache memory to speed. Seagate Barracuda ST2000DM001 2TB 7200 RPM 64MB Cache SATA Seagate Desktop HDD.15 ST4000DM000 4TB 5900 RPM 64MB Cache SATA 6.0Gb/s This review is from: Seagate Barracuda 7200.14 ST3000DM001 3TB 7200. 1TB 7200RPM Seagate Barracuda 3.5 SATA 3 HDD. 4.5 Read reviews (331) /Write a review The Seagate Barracuda ST2000DM001 2TB Serial ATA Hard Drive features a hard drive technology, OptiCache™ technology exploits big 64MB cache 7200-
Seagate ST2000DM001 Desktop HDD 2TB 7200RPM 3.5 SATA III Hard Disk Drive. Seagate Barracuda 2TB SATA-3 6Gb/s 7200rpm 64MB Hard Disk Drive. Seagate Desktop HDD review: The drive is also available in 2TB and 3TB capacities. Barracuda range, but has since been simply rebranded as the Desktop HDD range. The drives are a standard Desktop 3.5in form factor and have 64MB of cache and a SATA3 controller.

Interfaces: 1 x SATA 3 Gb/s - 7 pin Serial ATA, Compatible Bays: 1 x internal - 3.5".

Localisation: EMEA, Seagate STBD2000201 2TB Barracuda SATA III 6Gb/s 7200rpm 3.5 Inch Internal Hard Drive. Seagate Barracuda 3.5 inch 2TB 7200 RPM 64MB 6GB/S Internal SATA Drive.
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